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The late time acceleration of the Universe can be characterized in terms of an extra, time dependent, compo-
nent of the universe – dark energy. The simplest proposal for dark energy is a scalar-tensor theory – quintessence
– which consists of a scalar field, φ , whose dynamics is solely dictated by its potential, V (φ). Such a theory can
be uniquely characterized by the equation of state of the scalar field energy momentum-tensor. We find the time
dependence of the equation of state for a broad family of potentials and, using this information, we propose an
analytic prior distribution for the most commonly used parametrization. We show that this analytic prior can
be used to accurately predict the distribution of observables for the next generation of cosmological surveys.
Including the theoretical priors in the comparison with observations considerably improves the constraints on
the equation of state.
I. INTRODUCTION.
Cosmological observations show compelling evidence that
the expansion of the Universe is accelerating [1–6]. While, as
yet, we have no clear understanding why, proposals abound
involving extra fundamental fields which may or may not
modify gravity on large scales. The consensus, for now, is
that the way forward is to improve observations. Fortunately,
the prospects look good: a slew of powerful surveys mapping
out the large scale structure of the Universe over the coming
decade should be able to pin down the expansion of the Uni-
verse to sub-percent level [7–11].
An effective way of describing the accelerated expansion is
to assume that it is driven by an extra, exotic, source of dark
energy, with density ρDE and pressure, PDE. One can then
define the equation of state of dark energy as
w≡ PDE
ρDE
(1)
and can, in general, depend on the scale factor of the universe,
a or equivalently, in terms of redshift, 1+ z ≡ 1/a. Charac-
terizing the acceleration of the universe can then be translated
into finding an accurate description of w(a) [12]. Indeed, cur-
rent cosmological surveys targeting dark energy have as their
primary goal obtaining accurate measurements of w(a).
It is often useful to use a reduced set of parameters that can
accurately describe complex behaviour. A notable example
is that of primordial parameters arising from inflation. There
one generally has that the evolution of perturbations at early
time is governed by an extra field leading to an imprint of
quasi-scale invariant perturbations on large scales. These per-
turbations are incredibly well described by an amplitude, AS, a
spectra index, nS and a tensor to scalar ratio, r [13]. While one
can enlarge this space of parameters, it has been repeatedly
shown that these parameters capture the nature of inflationary
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perturbations with a high degree of accuracy. In particular,
one can constrain, using the CMB for example, the allowed
values of (nS,r) and then consider the subspace in this plane
which corresponds to particular types of inflationary models.
In other words it is straightforward to identify the physical pri-
ors one should apply to (nS, r) for any particular inflationary
model.
In this paper we want to emulate what has been done in
the case of inflation and identify an efficient and accurate
parametrization for dark energy models. To do so, we revisit
the background parametrization of the scalar field evolution
in scalar-tensor theories of gravity. We will attempt to con-
struct an accurate parametrization over a wide range of red-
shifts and then identify the correct, physical, range of values
for this parametrization. I.e. we wish to construct a model
for the physical priors, a functional probability distribution
function, P[~α] where ~α is a set of time dependent functions
which uniquely describes the family of scalar-tensor theories.
Here we focus on the simplest case – quintessence – that is
described by a time evolving scalar field, φ , with a canon-
ical kinetic term and a potential, V (φ) [12, 14–16] (see also
[17, 18] for reviews); in this case, the time dependent function
that uniquely characterizes a model is w(a). For any particular
choice of parametrization, the problem then reduces to study-
ing the distribution of the corresponding parameters w(a) for
a wide range of models (i.e. choices of V (φ)) and initial con-
ditions for the scalar field. What we propose to do here is
very much in the spirit of [19] but now we wish to construct a
full model for P[w(a)], an approach which can be extended to
full scalar-tensor theories further down the line. Note that our
method is complementary to what has been done in [20, 21].
While their aim is to reconstruct w(a) from observations, we
use theoretical assumptions.
To go about constructing a prior for w(a) one needs to adopt
a parametrization. A wide range of proposals have been put
forward that attempt to fully capture its time evolution. A
favoured parametrization is [22, 23]
w = w0+wa(1−a) , (2)
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2which can approximate most equations of state close to a = 1
and is widely used in current data analysis or in assessing
the constraining power of future surveys [5, 24]. While this
parametrization has proven to be useful in identifying quali-
tatively different forms of dark energy, it may not necessarily
be accurate enough to fully characterize the time evolution of
dark energy over wide range of redshifts. For example, for
a particular form of dark energy that we will explore in this
paper – quintessence – we have that w > −1 for all a which
can be easily violated for certain choices of w0 and wa if one
chooses to work with Eq. 2. We shall see, however, that these
concerns are not borne out in practice.
Outline: In Section II we describe quintessence, present-
ing the underlying mathematics but also laying out the various
possible regimes that have been identified for the equation of
state; in Section III we discuss in some detail how we estab-
lish what are physical priors in quintessence models, singling
out thawing models as the most natural in terms of intial con-
ditions (barring the existence of tracking behaviour); in Sec-
tion IV we discuss the approximation scheme we will use, and
present how the required accuracy is evaluated and taking par-
ticular care to explain any restrictions; in Section V we work
through a range of models to construct an analytic form for the
prior function for the equation of state w(a); in Section VI we
apply it to a current selection of data, to illustrate the impact
the priors have on current constraints on the equation of state;
finally in Section VII we discuss our proposal and its caveats.
II. QUINTESSENCE.
Consider as a starting point, the Horndeski action [25–27]:
S[gµν ,φ ] =
∫
d4x
√−g
[
5
∑
i=2
1
8piGN
Li[gµν ,φ ] +Lm[gµν ,ψM]
]
,
(3)
where
L2 = G2(φ , X) , (4)
L3 =−G3(φ , X)φ , (5)
L4 = G4(φ , X)R+G4X (φ , X)
[
(φ)2−φ;µνφ ;µν
]
, (6)
L5 = G5(φ , X)Gµνφ ;µν
−1
6
G5X (φ , X)
[
(φ)3+2φ;µνφ;ναφ;αµ −3φ;µνφ ;µνφ
]
.
(7)
We have that X = 12∇
µφ∇µφ and, for example, G4X =
∂G4/∂X G4. The Horndeski action describes the most general
Lorentz invariant, local action in four dimensions, featuring a
scalar field on top of the metric and having at most second-
order equations of motion on any background. Even if the
final aim, beyond the scope of this paper, is to get physical
priors for this action in full generality, in this paper we focus
on a simpler scenario, quintessence. Quintessence models are
a sub-class of Horndeski with this form
G2 = X−V (φ) ,
G3 = 0 ,
G4 =
1
2
M2P ,
G5 = 0 ,
where the reduced Planck mass is M2P = 1/8piG. By analogy
with perfect fluids, we can define the energy density and pres-
sure of the quintessence field as
ρDE =
1
2
φ˙ 2+V (φ) , (8)
PDE =
1
2
φ˙ 2−V (φ) . (9)
It is useful to follow [19] and rewrite the potential as V =
M2PM
2
HAU(φ), with
U(φ) = f (φ)+
nmax
∑
nmin
cnξnbn(φ) , (10)
where MH = 100 Km s−1 Mpc−1, A is the potential amplitude
and f (φ) and bn(φ) are a choice of basis functions, cn are a
set of dimensionless constants and ξn are a set of dimensionful
constants. It is useful to rescale φ → MPφ and t → M−1H t so
that they are dimensionless.
We can now focus on a homogeneous and isotropic uni-
verse where the space-time metric is given by ds2 = −dt2 +
a2(t)(d~r)2. The expansion rate can be derived from the Ein-
stein field equations to give
H2 ≡
(
a˙
a
)2
=
1
3M2P
(ρ+ρDE) , (11)
where the energy density of matter and radiation is ρ . In terms
of dimensionless units, the evolution equation for the scalar
field is
φ¨ +3Hφ˙ +AUφ = 0 . (12)
These equations completely define the dynamics of
quintessence.
Given the definition of ρDE and PDE, one can use Eqs. 1
and 2 to determine the equation of state w(a) and (w0,wa).
One can envisage two approaches for calculating the latter two
parameters. The first one is to consider a Taylor expansion of
w(a) around a = 1 (the value of the scale factor today) giving
w0 =
φ˙ 2−2AU(φ)
φ˙ 2+2AU(φ)
, (13)
dw
da
=
2A
a˙ρ2DE
[
3U(φ)φ˙ 2H +U,φ φ˙ρ(φ)
]
. (14)
where the commas “,φ” are partial derivatives with respect to
φ and the dots are derivatives with respect to the cosmological
time. Alternatively one can simply fit the expression in Eq. 2
over a range of redshifts.
3It turns out that (w0,wa) is a useful diagnostic for the types
of behaviour that arise. In particular they allow us to distin-
guish between two broadly different types of regimes [28, 29]
(see Fig. 1). In the first regime, the equation of state can be
different from −1 in the past but evolves towards −1 as the
dynamics of the scalar field freezes with the expansion of the
Universe. This is often called the freezing or cooling regime
and is satisfied (for special choices of initial conditions) by,
for example, potentials of the form U ∼ φ−n. In the second
regime, the equation of state starts close to −1 and evolves
towards larger values as the Universe expands. Often called
the thawing regime, it arises, e.g. in potentials of the form
P ∼ φ n.
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FIG. 1. A schematic of the loci of freezing and thawing models on
the (w0, wa) plane.
Whether the quintessence field is in the freezing or thaw-
ing regime not only depends on the form of the potential but
also depends heavily on the initial conditions one is consider-
ing. Furthermore, it is possible to choose potentials such that
the intermediate and late time behaviour is an attractor, inde-
pendent of initial conditions. Models endowed with this be-
haviour are known as tracker models. In practice, and without
tracking, natural initial conditions inevitably lead to thawing
behaviour (as we will discuss in Section III) and, in this paper,
we will focus on characterizing these models thoroughly.
In this paper we will consider a comprehensive suite of
dark energy models (see [17, 18] for a broad range). Building
on the choices of [19] we will explore and characterize the
following subclasses of thawing potentials given by Eq. 10
and represented in Table I:
Monomial: V ∼ φ n; n can be positive, such as the case of
a massive Klein-Gordon field (n = 2) or a scale-invariant
field (n = 4); or negative. Both cases lead to thawing
behavior, provided one solves the evolution equation from
early times. It has been argued that a negative n would lead
to freezing behaviour [28, 29]; however, this is only true if
the initial conditions are set at low redshift (see Fig. 2) or
the kinetic energy is similar to the potential energy at the
origin and V (φi) V (φ0) (see discussion in next Section).
In general, starting from deep inside the radiation epoch, the
Hubble parameter is large (φ¨ + 3φ˙H ≈ 0) and freezes the
field (φ˙ = φ˙ia−3), which only starts evolving at late times
(thawing). In addition, the early dark energy constraints from
CMB and BBN (∼ 1% [30, 31]), limits the maximum value
of φ˙i. Recall that, during kination, ρDE ∼ φ˙ 2 = φ˙ 2i a−6.
Effective Field Theory (EFT): V is sum of monomials suitably
weighted by the corrected powers of a mass scale consistent
with the view that it arises as a consistent low energy limit
of a theory. This series represents corrections from operators
representing high-energy physics. The series converges if the
parameter εF is small, required by the super-Planckian shift
symmetry that imposes εF < 1.
Modulus: V ∼ εnDeλnφ ; the vacua potential of theories with
higher order dimensions are usually proportional to exponen-
tials of the field [17]. We consider here weighted sums of
them, where εD is the compactification scale.
Axion: V ∼ 1+ cos(εFφ) where εF is related to the symmetry
breaking scale; these potential arise in theories where the
field is a pseudo-nambu Goldstone boson. Note that we
are interested in a regime different of that in which axions
contribute to dark matter, in which the field oscillates around
a minimum of the potential and the equation of state averages
to zero.
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FIG. 2. Effect of the initial conditions on the dynamics of the model
U ∝ φ2 with initial conditions φi = MP and φ ′i = H0. Just starting
the integration close enough z = 0 the initial velocity of the field can
survive and yield a freezing behavior.
III. ESTABLISHING PHYSICAL PRIORS
Before we attempt to construct an efficient and comprehen-
sive parametrization of quintessence models it is useful to ex-
plore the broad characteristics one might expect if one focuses
on what we determine to be physical priors. We will focus on
(w0, wa), very much along the lines of [19, 28, 29, 32]. This
4Model bn(φ) cn nmin f (φ) φi
Mono. 0 – – φN [1,7]
EFT φn (εF)n pE ∑
i=2,4
ξi(εFφ)i [1,10]log10
Modulus eα(pD−n)φ (εD)n 0 0 [−1,1]
Axion cos(nεFφ) (εNP)n−1 2 1+ cosεFφ [− piεF , piεF ]
TABLE I. Elements of the potential (Eq. 10) for the studied models.
Note that for EFT, φi ∈ [1,10]log10 stands for log10(φi) ∈ [0,1].
will allow us to explain and make explicit our choices that
then lead to a distribution of dynamical behaviours for each
individual model.
We can split the choices into a) cosmological parameters
that affect that background evolution b) parameters in the ac-
tion (or more specifically, the potential V (φ) and c) initial
conditions for the scalar field. With regards to a) we chose
to be sufficiently general but not overly so, or the analysis is
impractical. This means that we choose to vary cosmologi-
cal parameters that most directly affect the background evo-
lution and which play off against the scalar field evolution.
Specifically, we restrict ourselves to just h (where the Hubble
constant is H0 = 100hkms−1Mpc−1) and the fractional den-
sity of cold dark matter today, Ωcdm; We choose the ranges
h ∈U [0.6,0.8], and Ωcdm ∈U [0.15,0.34]. It is important to
note that ranges are chosen to be broad enough so that we
do not bias our result, but we do not explore regimes that are
clearly ruled out by current observations (e.g. H0 = 0). 1
With regards to parameters in the potential, the choices are
more subtle. In principle one should work within the frame-
work of effective field theory and only include terms (“opera-
tors”) with a suitable dimensionfull weighting and dimension-
less parameters of O(1). Indeed, one of the options makes this
philosophy explicit – the case of EFT – and generally we obey
this principle. Nevertheless, if used bluntly, this can severely
restrict the range of behaviours; indeed it will be overwhelm-
ing dominated by a cosmological constant. We take care to
allow for more general behaviour to be able to emerge.
We should note that alternatives are permissible where nat-
uralness still plays a role (e.g. in the case of monomial po-
tentials that break shift symmetry) or where other symmetry
principles may be at play (as in the case of scale invariant po-
tentials or axion like potentials). Furthermore, more complex
operators arising from the low energy limit of higher dimen-
sional theories and their variants (where, for example, factors
of eλφ might emerge) are also considered.
Finally, we need to address the initial conditions for the
scalar field. We assume that the initial conditions are estab-
lished deep in the radiation era and there we can identify two
different regimes. In the first case, the expansion of the Uni-
verse will have damped the evolution such that, in full general-
ity, φ˙ = 0. We can, again, use the view point of effective field
1 The other parameters are left as the hi class default, i.e. Planck 2013 val-
ues. In general, these parameters will have little effect in our result, except,
perhaps, for the lack of massive neutrinos, whose effect is degenerate with
DE and could have a small impact when used with data.
Parameter Model Dist.
A All Fixed by 1 = ∑iΩi
ξn All N (0,1)
N Monomial UZ[1,7)
nmax Mod., Ax. UZ[10,20]
nQ, pE EFT UZ[5,10]
log10 εF,NP,D EFT, Mod., Ax. U[−3,−1)
pD Modulus UZ[1,5]
α Modulus U[0,1]
TABLE II. Parameters distributions
theory and assume that the amplitude of the scalar field is of a
O(1) in terms of either Planck units or the fiducial mass scale
which is used for dimensionful power counting. Alternatively,
one can assume that the scalar field “scales” or “tracks” ini-
tially, i.e. that its background energy density follows that of
radiation. In that case the initial value and velocity is uniquely
determined by the background cosmology.
We have chosen these ranges in cosmological and potential
parameters as well as in the initial conditions for the scalar
field to span as broad a set of possibilities as are physically
credible, very much in the spirit of [19]. A list of the ranges
is presented in Table II where the parameters are described
in Section II. This does mean that we are excluding what we
consider unphysical possibilities such as, for example, starting
the scalar field with an arbitrary velocity at some low redshift
– there is simply no physical mechanism that would put it
there. Or, for example, we do not consider hugely disparate
sets of parameters in the potential, as the small parameters
would receive large radiative corrections in the absence of a
symmetry protecting them.
We also avoid having too many higher order terms in the
potential, controlled by nmax and nQ, as that would make their
contribution negligible. In the same way we don’t have either
too low or too high values of the weighting constants εF,NP,D
that would make the higher order terms either stop contribut-
ing or explode. Similarly, we choose α and pD priors for
Modulus so that the exponent size is controlled, despite al-
lowing for unlikely large values such as e5. For the monomial
case, large N values would make the potential too steep mak-
ing the field evolve too fast and yielding unphysical or highly
tuned results. Finally, the ξn constants weigh randomly higher
order term in the potential, leading us to take their values from
a Normal distribution.
In Fig. 3 we can get an idea of the dominant type of be-
haviour for the class of models we consider, in terms of the
equation of state. Focusing, for now, on the solid contours, we
can see that these models lead exclusively to thawing models.
The only way to change this behaviour (unless the potential
tracks the dominant energy density) is to give the scalar field
large initial velocities at late time (see Fig. 2); these are com-
pletely unphysical as they correspond to unacceptable veloci-
ties in the radiation era – i.e. there is no physical mechanism
for achieving these velocities and hence, such evolution can-
not be, in any way considered part of a set of physical priors.
We note that, in the analysis of [32] such unphysical initial
conditions were considered by starting the integration of the
5background at late redshifts (z = 3). This prevents the expan-
sion of the universe to dilute the initial conditions and hence
the unnatural prevalence of freezing models in their analysis.
We also note that this plot pretty much reflects the findings of
[19].
Freezing models can be obtained in at least two situations.
In tracker models, solutions exist in which the quintessence
energy density is a fraction of the dominant matter compo-
nent, e.g. radiation at early times. This early dark energy
contributes to the expansion rate throughout cosmic history
and is thus subject to constraints from CMB and BBN [31].
Generic initial conditions will cause the field to be frozen at
ρDE ∼ V (φi), entering the tracking behavior when V ∼ ρ . A
tracking behaviour at all epochs can be achieved through an
exponential potential, although a change on V,φ/V is neces-
sary for the field to freeze in [33, 34]. Other freezing models
can be obtained with inverse power-law potential (i.e. mono-
mial with N < 0) [35, 36]. In this case the field evolves with a
fixed equation of state, rather than track the dominant mat-
ter component. However such a simple potential does not
successfully freeze to w ∼ −1 at low redshift unless N is
close to zero, effectively recovering the cosmological con-
stant behaviour, cf. Fig. 4. In both cases, freezing behaviour
requires that the initial conditions for the field are so that
V (φi) V (φ0) (ρDE(φi) ρDE(φ0)) – only thawing behav-
ior can occur if the initial energy density of quintessence is
small, as it is the case for the priors used here. Neither purely
exponential or inverse power-law potentials can act as viable
freezing models – we will leave the study of other potentials
with freezing behavior for a future study.
IV. PARAMETERIZING QUINTESSENCE
We now proceed to describe the method by which we com-
press information about the quintessence component in such
a way as to retain as much information as necessary for a reli-
able model comparison or likelihood analysis. In this paper, as
it is customary, we choose to work with the equation of state
w, which enters into the equations of the observables through
the energy density:
ρDE = ρ
(0)
DE exp
[
−3
∫ log(a)
0
dlog(a′)[1+w(a′)]
]
. (15)
The Hubble rate, H, and the angular diameter distance, DA,
only depend on the energy densities:
H2 ∝∑
i
ρi ,
DA =
∫ z
0
dz′
H(z)
,
while the growth rate of structure, f = d lnδM/d lna (where
δM is the matter density contrast) also depends (mildly) on w:
(1+ z)
d f
dz
=
1
2
(
1−∑
i
3wiρi
H2
)
f + f 2− 3
2
ΩM(z) .
In choosing a parametrisation, one has to assess how well it
approximates the dynamics it is supposed to represent. To do
so, one needs some kind of measure. For example, it should
be good enough that evolution of distinct classes of models,
once parameterised, are easily distinguishable. In practice this
means one needs to construct realisations of this evolution (the
equation of state, w, in this case) from a realistic priors for a
particular class of models and check that the parametrisation
follows these realisations faithfully and in such a way that it
is clearly distinguishable from another class of models.
There is also a practical guide that guides the quality of the
parametrisation. Ultimately we will use it to generate mock
observables that will be compared to data. We are looking for-
ward and assuming that the quality of the data will be such that
we will have, at most, percent errors on the observables. This
means that we should aim to have a parametrisation which
is accurate at the sub-percent level but not much more. An-
other way of stating it is that the systematic errors arising
from our modelling of the dark energy evolution (through the
parametrisation) should be of the same order as (or marginally
smaller than) the statistical and systematic errors arising from
the observations themselves.
We will use the latter criteria as a practical guide in deter-
mining the quality of our parametrisation. The observables
we will focus on are the angular diameter distance, DA(z), the
growth rate, f (z), and the Hubble parameter, over the range of
redshifts which will be covered by the next generation of data
sets. This is key (and a novel aspect) of the approach in this
paper.
Our starting point is a finite series expansion of w,
w =
N
∑
n=0
cn(1−a)n , (16)
Note this parametrization does not break at high order and that
higher terms contribute more at early times (a→ 0). It will be
convenient to denote c= (c1,c2, · · · ,cn)
While it is clear that the larger the number of coefficients
(i.e the larger the N), the more accurate the parametrisation,
we, naturally, want to come up with the most economical
parametrization. Even though the equation of state can have a
difficult evolution, the results of [19] and the fact that it will
only be relevant when dark energy is not negligible, lead us
to believe that it should, universally, be described by a com-
bination of a few smooth functions. We shall see that, for
thawing models of quintessence, which is the focus of this pa-
per, the parametrization of Eq. 2 is sufficient. This means we
need to find a probabality distribution function for (w0,wa),
P[w0,wa] .
Our approach is as follows 2. For each class of theories, we
generate a large number of possible evolutions for w, using
the approach described in Section III. We work with hi class
[37, 38], a modified version of the Boltzmann code CLASS
[39] that incorporates Horndeski theories [25–27], to solve the
2 Our code can be found in https://gitlab.com/ardok-m/
horndeski-priors
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FIG. 3. w0-wa distributions for the Monomial (left panel), EFT (central panel) and Modulus (right panel). All these models have wa 6= 0, while
Axion can be described just with w0 ≤−1+10−4 (95% C.L.)
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FIG. 4. Freezing behavior for inverse power-law potentials (mono-
mial quintessence N < 0). Freezing behavior is possible if the energy
density of the field is significant at early times V (φi)V (φ0) (upper
panel). However, in order to achieve w(z = 0) ≈ −1 the potential
needs to be very flat (N ≈ 0), a requirement that pushes the model
towards a Λ limit (lower panel).
cosmological equations and obtain the exact observables for
each realization. In addition, the parameters of the model must
be chosen so that we are able to reproduce the phenomenol-
ogy of the given model, with mild restrictions based on sta-
bility and more fundamental physics. Given an ensemble of
models, parameters are obtained fitting w0 and wa so that they
minimize the error on the observables at specific redshifts; i.e.
minimizing
χ2 =∑
i
(O(~c)−O)2i
σ2Oi
, (17)
where Oi stands for the exact DA, H and f at the spe-
cific redshift zi, O(~c) for the observables computed using
the parametrized w and σOi for the desired precision. In
all cases, we choose it to be lower than 1% at low redshift
(i.e. z < zlow = 10) [7, 8, 10], and 0.3% at recombination for
DA [40]. Note that, using the parametrization it is possible that
w crosses w = −1. To allow for such models that, however,
reproduce the observables accurately, we use the fluid equa-
tions with the PPF approximation [41], already implemented
in CLASS.
With this machinery in hand, we can study the probability
distribution functions (PDFs) of (w0,wa) and from them we
are able to generate the PDFs for the observables, DA, H and
f .
V. RESULTS
We now proceed to construct a distribution function for w0
and wa. To begin with, we generate ensembles of cosmolo-
gies for each of the models. We follow the procedure we dis-
cussed in Section III to generate 20,000 realizations for each
class of models, which we have seen is enough to produce
stable results. Given the extra accuracy we need for DA(zrec),
we weight the low redshift observables with σOi = 10
−3 and
σDA(zrec) = 10
−4 for the angular diameter distance point at re-
combination in Eq. 17. Do not confuse these variables with
the maximum allowed errors. They are set lower to ensure
the maximum errors are below our threshold (i.e. 1% at low
redshift and 0.3% for DA(zrec)).
Revisiting Fig. 3, we note that the contours for (w0,wa)
all have similar characteristics: a long degeneracy direction
(given by the dotted line) towards the bottom right while a
reasonable tight distribution along the (quasi)-orthogonal di-
rection. This is characteristic of thawing models, as has been
previously observed in [19, 42]. In the end, the field evolu-
tion for thawing models is just a slow (to be physically viable)
7roll down of the potential and, consequently, produces similar
effects. We will exploit this structure further down.
To begin with, as explained before, we check the quality of
this parametrization by generating our proxies for the observ-
ables, now with (w0,wa) and comparing, model by model,
with the original full calculation. In Fig. 5 we can see that,
apart from a very few outliers, most models lie well within
our target precision. In other words, using (w0,wa) we gen-
erate observables which agree with those calculated from the
full evolution to better than our threshold. This gives us confi-
dence that describing w(a) in terms of two parameters is good
enough for any of the planned surveys.
It is interesting to see how well the parametrized w(a) ap-
proximates the full one as a function of redshift. In Fig. 6 we
plot the maximum deviation between the two. We can see that
for z > 1, the differences are appreciable. This is, of course,
to be expected. The dark energy density at those redshift is
sufficiently subdominant and will contribute very little to the
observables.
With the distributions in hand for (w0,wa) we can construct
an analytic model. We assume that the distribution can be
factorized into
P[w0,wa] =P[wa|w0]P[w0] . (18)
We can see in Fig. 7, theP[w0] for each model (solid line) is
sharply peaked at w0 =−1. While an exponential is a reason-
able approximation, we find that
P[w0] = A1e
−
(
w0
w1
)α1
+A2e
−
(
w0
w2
)α2
(19)
is more robust and can cover more models. In Fig. 7 we see
that approximate form as a dashed line.
From the contour plots in Fig. 3 we can also see that there
is a well defined degeneracy direction in (w0,wa) (the dotted
lines). The degeneracy line, w¯a(w0) is well approximated by
a quadratic
w¯a(w0)' β0+β1w0+β2w20 . (20)
We now want to look at the conditional probability,P[wa|w0].
From Fig. 8 we can see that, for each value of w0, the distri-
bution is peaked around w¯a(w0) and well approximated by a
Gaussian. We thus use the ansatz
P[wa|w0] = 1√
2piσ2(w0)
e
−
(
wa−w¯a(w0)
2σ(w0)
)2
, (21)
where the variance is given by
σ(w0)' σ0+σ1w0+σ2w20 . (22)
The fits to these parameters for each class of models are given
in tables III and IV, respectively. Although they are given with
high accuracy, we have found that small changes do not affect
the w0-wa distribution and, specially, the distributions of the
observables. Nevertheless, we are cautious and use three sig-
nificant figures. The study of the minimum required accuracy
goes beyond the scope of this work.
We can now revisit the contour plots, comparing the orig-
inal ones with those from our analytical model. In Fig. 3
Model A1 w1 α1 A2 w2 α2
Axion 737 0.775 −1.08×10−3 0 - -
Mono. 8.21 0.734 0.102 0 - -
EFT 12.9 1.01 0.0499 1.05 1.76 0.383
Modul. 8.13 0.890 0.0712 0.535 3.95 0.803
TABLE III. Fit parameters forP[w0] (Eq. 19) model distributions
.
Model β0 β1 β2 σ0 σ1 σ2
Mono. -1.28 -1.21 0.0564 0.0769 0.108 0.0357
EFT -1.43 -1.35 0.0882 0.0556 0.0577 0.00320
Modul. -0.946 -0.460 0.481 0.0755 0.121 0.0628
TABLE IV. Fit parameters for P[wa|w0] (Eq. 21) model distribu-
tions. Recall that 〈wa〉(w0, βi) and σ(w0, σi) are given by Eqs. 20
and 22, respectively.
.
we overlay the two sets and, unsurprisingly, find very close
agreement. The final step is now to sample from the an-
alytic priors to generate the observables and compare them
with those generated by the full scalar field evolution. In
Fig. 9 we overlay the contours for the case with the largest
differences, i.e. for the Modulus model at redshift z = 1. We
find an excellent agreement between the two, giving us con-
fidence that the analytic priors can be used as reasonably ac-
curate representation of the quintessence space in future cos-
mological analysis. It must be noted that we checked the
truth of this statement for all models at different redshifts
(z = 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 5.0, and 10). In section VI, we will
study the impact of these analytic priors when used in combi-
nation with actual data and see that they considerably increase
constraining power the constraining power of the data.
In general, the analytic expression are stable under changes
of the parameters’ priors. We checked the stability of the re-
sults by approximately doubling or halving the width of the
prior distributions and saw that, even though (in a very few
cases) the actual numbers change, the new distributions can be
still parametrized by Eqs. 19 and 21. In particular, we saw that
Monomial and EFT distributions remain unchanged, while the
distributions for Axion and, more significantly, Modulus var-
ied. The exponential potential of Modulus makes it more sen-
sitive to changes on the field.
In the following lines we summarize some key, individual,
features of each model.
Monomial: The two parameters, w0-wa, suffice to reproduce
the observables accurately. In fact, minimizing the χ2 with the
observables (Eq. 17) yields equivalent distributions to those
obtained fitting the actual curves (i.e. w) at low redshift. The
probability distribution of w0, P[w0], is correctly reproduced
with just one of the exponentials in Eq. 19. The parametrized
w goes to lower values than the original one, meaning that,
for a large fraction of the models, one needs w < −1 at early
times to effectively recover the model.
EFT: The two parameters, w0-wa, suffice to reproduce the ob-
servables accurately. In contrast with the monomial case, fit-
ting w at low redshift yields different distributions for the pa-
rameters. This is consequence of faster evolutions of the field
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FIG. 5. Distribution of the maximum relative error of the observables for each Quintessence model compared to its fit in the (w0, wa) plane,
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FIG. 6. Density plots, one for each Quintessence model, showing the time evolution of the relative difference between w(a) obtained from the
original realization and after fitting it in the (w0, wa) plane. Darker colors indicate the presence of more models with that particular relative
difference at that redshift. The purple lines show the maximum density for each model.
close to z = 0. In addition, our prior on φi substantially en-
large the w0-wa distribution in comparison with that in [19].
This is consequence of having initial values of the field con-
siderably lower than 1/εF and forcing the Friedmann equa-
tion to hold today. While in [19] φi ∈ [−1/εF ,1/εF ] (with
log10(εF) ∈ [−3,−1]), we imposed a fixed range φi ∈ [1,10];
the smaller (εFφ)n terms that enter into the potential, force the
potential to be (substantially) larger, leading to a large deriva-
tive, V,φ .
Modulus: The two parameters, w0-wa, suffice to reproduce the
observables accurately. The more complicated dynamics are
reflected in both the fit performance and the way w is recov-
ered in comparison with the original: the errors on the ob-
servables, although good enough, have longer tails relative
to other models; in addition, in contrast with previous cases,
many models have w(w0,wa)> w(z) at early times.
Axion: Just one parameter is needed to reproduce the observ-
ables accurately: w0. In this case, the field remains frozen for
almost all its history and just starts moving very close to the
present. As in the previous case, w(w0)> w(z) at early times,
in a form that compensates the (small) late time evolution of
the field, but does not change the early universe dynamics.
VI. COMPARISONWITH CURRENT DATA
In this section we present the constraints on the equation
of state from current cosmological data and combine them
with the analytical priors of previous section. Let us briefly
go through the method. We do a Bayesian analysis, sam-
pling through w0 and wa along with the standard cosmologi-
cal parameters in a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) with
MontePython [43, 44] using the Metropolis-Hastings algo-
rithm [45, 46]. We have used the the Gelman-Rubin conver-
gence criterion [47], requiring R−1 < 0.01.
We have used the following datasets:
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FIG. 7. For each model, we show the exact (blue solid lines) probability distribution of w0 normalized to 1 for w0 = −1. The approximate
analytic model defined in Eq. 19 is also shown (orange dashed lines). It is possible to appreciate the excellent agreement between the two
curves down to probabilities of 10−2, which includes the region preferred by the data in most models.
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wa given specific values of w0 (colored solid lines). Dashed black lines represent the same curves obtained using our analytic approximation,
Eq. 21. The parameters of this equation have been obtained through a global fitting. This explains the discrepancy between the solid and
dashed curves, but it does not affect the observables as shown in Fig. 9.
CMB: From Planck 2015 [48–50], we use the high l TT likeli-
hood, in the range l = 30−2508, along with the joint TT, EE,
BB and TE likelihood for l = 2−29 and the lensing likelihood
(with temperature and polarisation lensing reconstruction) in
the multipole range l = 40−400.
BAO: We use Baryon Acoustic Oscillation (BAO) measure-
ments from 6dFGS survey [51], the SDSS DR7 Main Galaxy
Sample (MGS) [52], and BOSS DR12 [6]. The first two
measure the expansion history through the redshift-distance
and redshift-Hubble relations combined through the relation,
DV = (D2A(1+ z)
2z/H)1/3, where DV is the angle-averaged
distance, DA - the angular diameter distance and z is the red-
shift BOSS DR12 constrains both the angular diameter dis-
tance, DA and the Hubble parameter, H. We do not consider
the correlation between the the BOSS measurements and the
6dF and MGS survey as those surveys cover different patches
of the sky and hence any such correlation would be negligible.
RSD: We use Redshift Space Distortions (RSD) measure-
ments derived form from 6dFGS [53] and BOSS DR12 [6],
where for BOSS we use the full covariance between the 3
f (z)σ8(z) measurements at different redshifts and the BAO
measurements of H(z) and DA(z).
SNe Ia: We use the new Pantheon SNe Ia sample [54], which
combines observations from the Pan-STARRS1 Medium
Deep Surveyat redshift 0.03 < z < 0.65 with ones from the
SDSS, SNLS, and various low-redshift and HST samples. In
total 1048 SNe Ia in the redshift range 0.01 < z < 2.3.
We note that, throughout, we assume that the cross-
correlation between the different datasets is negligible. To ob-
tain the combined constraints from data and theory we imple-
mented the priors as a likelihood module3 in MontePython
3 Available at: https://gitlab.com/ardok-m/
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However, they are small and will have little impact when the analytic expressions are used in combination with data.
and plotted the results with the python package for analysing
MCMC samples GetDist [55].
We begin by showing the results of a likelihood analysis
without including our model for the theoretical priors in the
left hand panel Fig. 10. The likelihood analysis with uniform
horndeski-priors/tree/master/montepython_lkl_
quint_thawing_priors
priors on the equation of state parameters prefers a distinct
direction in the (w0,wa) plane which, interestingly, is not col-
inear with the w¯a(w0) we derived in the previous section; this
is clear from the overlay of the theoretical priors (and was
already apparent in [19]). The Axion model, as has been re-
peatedly mentioned, is a special case, with an equation of state
which is very concentrated at w0 = −1. For this model, we
compare the widths of the posterior from the likelihood anal-
ysis with uniform priors on (w0,wa) with the theoretical pri-
11
Data w0 =−1.012±0.088 wa = 0.05±0.36
Data + Mono. w0 =−0.966±0.027 wa =−0.058±0.036
Data + EFT w0 =−0.968±0.023 wa =−0.040±0.035
Data + Mod. w0 =−0.967±0.025 wa =−0.054±0.037
Data + Axion w0 =−0.9983±0.0020 wa = 0.0
TABLE V. Confidence limits of w0 and wa for the combined data set
CMB+BAO+RSD+SN (Data) and the data combined with the theo-
retical priors for each model.
ors studied in this paper; clearly the theoretical prior is much
tighter than the posterior. As mentioned above, Fig. 10, to
some extent, echoes similar plots used in contour plots for
(nS,r) for constraining the inflationary landscape. There one
tends to plot inflationary “tracks” for specific models, overlay-
ing the contours from a likelihood analysis assuming uniform
priors for (nS,r).
If we invert the perspective and plot the theoretical priors
individually and then incorporate them in the likelihood anal-
ysis of the current data, we see the power of combining the
two. In the left hand side of Fig. 11, we can see a substan-
tial reduction in the areas of the contours when the data is
folded in. We see that the width of the likelihood contours
of (w0,wa) in the analysis that included the theoretical priors
is a factor of few times smaller than for the theoretical priors
alone. While one would expect the uncertainty in (w0,wa) for
the combination of priors and data to be substantially better
than for an analysis with uniform priors and data, we can see
how the non-colinearity of the prior and data contours works
to our advantage and that, even with current data, combining
with theoretical priors gives us greatly improved constraints.
To emphasize the power of including correct theoretical pri-
ors, in Table V we present constraints on (w0,wa) for the like-
lihood analysis with uniform priors and with theoretical pri-
ors. Clearly there is a dramatic improvement in constraints.
For completeness, again, we single out the case of the Axion
model in the right hand panel of Fig. 11 to see that in this case
the prior is so tightly centred at w0 = −1, combining it with
data (also centred at ∼ −1) does not improve the constraints
significantly.
VII. DISCUSSION
In this paper we have proposed a simple, analytic model,
for the priors of the equation of state, w(a) of thawing
quintessence. We have developed it for four specific thawing
models but are confident it could be extended to any thaw-
ing model, given the observed similarities on the (w0,wa)
space [19, 42]. It can now be used to either demarcate the
physically allowed subset of the (w0,wa) plane or incorpo-
rated into any future MCMC parameter estimation analysis.
In Section VI we have trialled our proposal with existing data.
The prior for the equation of state factorizes easily into one
probability distribution function for w0 and another for wa
conditional on the value of w0. The model we propose is rea-
sonably robust on the choice of fundamental parameters for
each theory (i.e. fundamental constants in the quintessence
action and initial values of the scalar field). We mean by this
that the priors are unchanged when we vary these fundamental
parameters or that the shape of the priors remains invariant (al-
beit with smaller or larger variances). We believe our choice
of fundamental parameters is physical, erring on the conserva-
tive side. As a result, any future likelihood analysis is greatly
simplified and it is no longer necessary to run the full scalar
field dynamics to find the correct distribution of (w0,wa).
One interesting, and important, consequence of having ac-
curate physical priors is that, within the context of thawing
models, constraints on (w0,wa) are greatly improved. While
this is not initially surprising – the physical priors we have
characterized are much more restrictive than the usual uni-
form priors one uses for (w0,wa) – the fact that the orienta-
tion of the prior distribution relative to that of the posterior
constructed from the uniform prior with data also plays a key
role. In fact, even though the posterior constructed from a uni-
form prior with data is much broader than the theoretical prior,
the fact that they are not co-linear means that combining the
two greatly improves the constraints on (w0,wa) relative to
the prior alone. As the data improves, we except this situation
to be further exacerbated.
We have focused on thawing models but our approach
must be extended to other models. Within the scope of
quintessence, we have touched on tracker models which lead
to freezing behaviour (we do not believe non-tracking, freez-
ing models are physically realistic; these models need to be
tuned so that V (φi)  V (φ0) and a sufficiently flat poten-
tial to correctly approximate to w ∼ −1, as is exemplified in
Fig. 4). Tracking models are not amenable to such a simple
parametrization. One possible reason is due to the “quasi-
nonanalyticity” of w(a): in this case, the shape of the equa-
tion of state mimics that of rational functions which do not
have well behaved Taylor expansions. Nevertheless, there
may be alternative ways of parametrizing the equation of state
(through, for example Pade approximants) that are amenable
to the treatment here.
Naturally, we would like go beyond quintessence and we
have tried to couch the task in as general way as possible, as a
first step in completely characterizing Horndeski theories. For
the case of quintessence, it has been an easy first step given
that quintessence models have been extensively studied for
over two decades and there is a detailed understanding of how
the scalar field evolves in these scenarios. In the case of more
general Horndeski theories, pockets have been studied well
(such as Galileons or extended Jordan-Brans-Dicke theories)
but a complete, generic framework for the scalar field evolu-
tion is still lacking. Only once such a framework is in hand
can one start discussing physical priors for the parametrized
versions of these theories, the P[~α] discussed in the intro-
duction.
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